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Face Recognition Best Practices
What is Face Recognition
Face Recognition is a licensed add-on for Tyco AI and can be used for frictionless access control
when using the Illustra Insight Camera. Subjects can be granted or denied access to a specific door in your
Access control estate via facial recognition. Personnel can be enrolled via the Tyco AI server or else using one
of our Access Control Integrations.
Tyco AI facial recognition is intended for use in controlled and cooperative environments. The subjects
of face recognition should be willing participants. Common examples include access control points
for employees or patrons.

Camera Positioning
Assumptions
 The person should be seen from 0.7m to 3m for liveness detection optimal settings.
 The person walks straight to the entrance. 0.5m to the side of the camera. i.e. not walking or looking
directly towards the camera.
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Figure 1: Wall Mounted
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Figure 2: Turnstile Mounted
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Face Capture
Overview
For optimized performance and accurate results using Tyco AI Face recognition, capturing
appropriate and suitable images of faces is important. The following practices should be employed:

Face Capture: Best Practices
• For Tyco AI facial recognition 5 images in the following positions are recommended;
• Facing straight on
• Facing Right at a 45-degree angle
• Facing Left at a 45-degree angle
• Facing up at a 35-degree angle
• Facing down at a 35-degree angle
• For those that are occasional glasses wearers we would recommend enrolling
additional images wearing glasses.
• The head should fill the most of the enrolment image and the image should have a
minimum resolution of 320x320 pixels for the face.
• The quality of the enrolment images is very important. It should include proper lighting,
no motion blur and preferably white background.
• The subject's entire face should be visible inside the image and region of interest. If the
subject's face is partially out of the region, out of the camera view, or if it is partially
occluded or obstructed, performance will degrade.
• The subject's face should be uncovered and largely unobstructed.
• Both of the subject's eyes should be open and visible. Finding the location of the eyes is a
critical step in face recognition. Failure to find the eyes can result in failure to recognize a
face.
• The space between eye pupils in the analytics stream must be at least 50 pixels. This
also corresponds to a face that is at least 15% of the width of the camera view. For
examples of face capture best practices, see Appendix A: Example Configurations.
• There should only be minor variations in facial expression and pose between enrolment
images. Face enrolment pictures should contain neutral facial expressions, with the
subject's mouth closed and little to no smile.
• The number of faces in the scene should be limited. Avoid crowds and groups of people,
and avoid facial imagery in the background or on clothing.
• Reduce subject and camera motion as much as possible. Blur and distortion due to motion
will reduce recognition performance. Ensure that the camera is properly mounted and
stable.
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Camera & Image Settings
Overview
For optimized performance and accurate results using Tyco AI Facial recognition, Camera and
Image settings should be configured considering the following best practices:

Camera & Image Settings: Best Practices
• The default camera settings are optimal for facial recognition, it is recommended that these
are not changed.

PICTURE BASIC
For picture adjustment:Sensor
RGB
IR

Brightness
1
1

Contrast
27
27

Saturation
50
1

Sharpness
26
26

Gamma
1
1

De-noise
7
7

Exposure
Sensor
RGB
IR

Frequency
60hz
60hz

Max Exposure (sec)
1/8
1/8

Min Exposure (sec)
1/10000
1/10000

IR CONTROL
Enabled - Selected
Brightness – 100 %
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Lighting
Overview
Poor quality lighting can greatly reduce the effectiveness of facial recognition. This section provides
guidance on the best practices for lighting conditions in an area that is monitored for face recognition.

Lighting: Best Practices
• Use homogeneous (even) lighting on the face with no hard shadows. Preferably locate the lighting behind
the camera, higher than 2.2 meter
• Avoid lighting arrangements that cause glare in glasses. Position light sources outside the
area where reflections hit the camera.
• Avoid light sources which strongly illuminate the subjects from above. This will cause
strong erratic shadows that change dramatically with position. Especially avoid strong light
above the person head when he stands close to the camera.
• Avoid areas where direct sunlight can impact on the subject (either outside or from
windows) as much as possible, as this can cause strong asymmetric lighting and shadows
across the subject's face.
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Figure 3: Recommended Lighting for Wall Mounted Camera
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Figure 4: Recommended Lighting for Turnstile Mounted Camera
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Figure 5: Example of Bad Lighting for Wall Mounted Cameras
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Figure 6: Example of Bad Lighting for Turnstile Mounted Cameras
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Enrolment Images
Overview
The success of facial recognition depends on the quality of the enrolment images that are provided.
This section provides guidance on the best practices for any images used for face enrolment.

Enrolment Images: Best Practices
• Use multiple photos per user. The best practice is to use at least five enrolment images

Face slightly turned right (45 degrees)

Face slightly turned left (45 degrees)

Straight-on

Face slightly tilted up (30 degrees)
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Enrolment Images: Best Practices (continued)

Face slightly tilted down (30 degrees).

More enrolment images may be used to improve recognition performance.
• Enrolment images should be taken at close range, 3 to 5 feet.
• Enrolment images should be high resolution, with at least 400 pixels on the face.
• Neutral facial expressions are best suited for enrolment images. The subject should keep
their mouth closed with little to no smile.
• Use enrolment images that are relatively recent and re-enrol subjects periodically. Large age
differences (greater than several years) can degrade performance.
• Change of hair style, slight growth of facial hair, change of glasses, normal make-up, and
minor expression and pose changes are acceptable.
• If the face recognition software experiences difficulty in identifying subjects with glasses, try
using a mix of enrolment images with and without glasses on.
• Use enrolment images with the face in the “up” direction, with no discernible rotation of the
camera relative to the face.
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Appendix A: Example Configurations
Table 1: Camera Configurations
Camera
Model

Lens Focal
Length

Mounting Height

Optimum Pan & Tilt Angle

Recognition
Range

Recognition
Area

Minimum
Lux Level

(FOV – H/V)
Illustra Insight – F2.8
Door

1.6 m

Pan angle 20 degree.
Tilt angle 15 degree.
Rotation 0 Degrees.

0.7 Meters to 3
Meters.

75degrees
/51degrees

200 +

0.7 Meters to 3
Meters.

75degrees
/51degrees

200 +

When the entrance setup is
such that the path to the
entrance is at an angle,
position the camera so the
person will be seen as close
as possible to the image
centre from 3 to 0.7 meters.

Illustra
Insight –
Turnstile

F2.8

1.2 Meter at Centre of
turnstile.

Pan angle 20 degree.
Tilt angle 15 degree.
Rotation 0 Degrees.
When the entrance setup is
such that the path to the
entrance is at an angle,
position the camera so the
person will be seen as close
as possible to the image
centre from 3 to 0.7 meters.
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Face Enrolment
To enable face recognition, you must populate the NVR's Face Enrolment database with multiple
pictures for each individual you want to register. It is essential that face enrolment photos meet
certain quality standards. The following table shows examples of good and bad face enrolment
photos.
Table 2: Face Enrolment Poses
Figure 1a

Bad enrolment pose, subject is smiling.

Figure 1c

Bad enrolment pose; the subject's face is
tilted more than 15 degrees and the
subject's eyes are closed.

Figure 1b

Bad lighting, subject is overexposed.

Figure 1d

Good enrolment pose.
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